
The Otherworldly Color

P
Warlock Patron

erhaps it's a dream... or a nightmare. It might

be a shard of the Far Realm itself, spun off into

the dark between realities. It shifts and

changes, yet feels to be immutable and

absolute. A thing without explanation - the mind

of a dead god, the child of an Old One, or

something else entirely. All that can be said of it

is that is beautiful beyond compare, and captivating beyond

sanity itself.

Twisted Shade
While it isn't really a "color" at all, it presents as one to most.

Choose one of the following colors - red, orange, yellow,

green, blue, indigo, or violet. Your Patron color is slightly

different, somehow wrong or warped, but it is closest to the

chosen shade.

After swearing yourself to its service, your eyes glow softly

with your Patron color. Also, while you are not required to,

many in your position dress predominantly in similar or

complementary colors.

Expanded Spell List
Otherworldly Color Spells
Spell Level Spells

1st chromatic orb, color spray

2nd blindness/deafness, calm emotions

3rd hypnotic pattern, protection from energy

4th death ward, phantasmal killer

5th antilife shell, dominate person

Color Curse
Beginning at 1st level, any creature you hit with an attack or

affect with one of your warlock spells, features, or invocations

is suffused with unnatural color. This curse lasts until the end

of your next turn, or until the effect on them ends, whichever

is longer.

As a bonus action on your turn, you can cause the color to

mystify an affected creature you can see within 30 feet. The

target immediately moves 5 feet in a direction of your choice.

This can't cause the creature to move to a space it knows is

unsafe, and the movement does not provoke attacks of

opportunity. A creature with a speed of 0 feet is unaffected.

Starting at 6th level, you can either move one cursed

creature up to 10 feet, or two affected creatures up to 5 feet

each.

Draining Glow
At 6th level, your infectious color can allow you to drain

enemies of vitality, and restore some to yourself. As an action,

you can force all cursed creatures you can see within 30 feet

to take necrotic damage equal to your Charisma modifier.

You then gain temporary hit points equal to your Charisma

modifier plus the number of creatures affected, replacing any

other temporary hit points you may have. You may use this

feature once per short rest.

Shimmering Spectrum
At 10th level, your color magic allows you to bend and twist

your own reality to fit your needs. At the end of each short

rest, you attune yourself to one of the following elements -

acid, cold, fire, lightning, necrotic, poison, or radiant.

Until your next short rest, you have resistance to the

chosen element and can cause your eldritch blast cantrip and

Draining Glow feature to deal damage of the chosen type.

Tumorous Color
Starting at 14th level, your Patron color has begun

attempting to affect the physical world more deeply.

Whenever a creature you can see who is also affected by your

Color Curse drops to 0 hit points, you can use a reaction to

allow the color to infest their body. Your Patron color then

begins twisting and warping the creature, reshaping it into a

form able to host the color's alien mind.

At the end of your next turn, the target creature is

reanimated as an abberant thrall. This servant retains its

Armor Class and has hit points equal to ten times your

Charisma modifier. It can only take the Dash, Dodge, and

Attack actions, and deals 2d6 necrotic damage on a hit, using

your Charisma modifier. Otherwise, it uses the statistics of a

zombie, save for being an aberration rather than an undead. It

takes its turns just after you, obeying simple mental

commands (no action required by you).

The servant remains animate for 1 minute, or until it drops

to 0 hit points, at which point it dies and partially melts into a

nearly unrecognizable mess. You may use this feature once

per long rest.

Eldritch Invocations
Your choice of Patron also grants you certain options when

choosing Eldritch Invocations, which are listed below.

Hue Confusion
Prerequisites: The Otherworldly Color subclass, 7th level

You can cast the compulsion spell once using a warlock

spell slot. You can't do so again until you finish a long rest.

Meteoric Droplet
Prerequisites: The Otherworldly Color subclass, Pact of the

Chain feature

Your familiar can change form much faster than others - as

a bonus action on your turn, you can command the familiar to

change shape into another familiar form using its reaction.

The familiar can only shift in this way a number of times

equal to your Charisma modifier, after that the familiar is

stuck in its current form until you finish a long rest.
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Saturated Arcana
Prerequisites: The Otherworldly Color subclass, knowledge

of the Color Spray spell

When you cast color spray you can choose to target one

creature first regardless of hit point total. The creature is still

only affected if the spell's roll is higher than its remaining hit

points.

You add prismatic spray and prismatic wall to the list of

spells you can learn for your Mystic Arcanum feature.

Additionally, when you cast either spell you can choose to

force more of your Patron color (as chosen in Twisted Shade)

into the magic. For prismatic spray, this means you can either

roll on the table in the spell or choose to force the effects of

your Patron's nearest color. For prismatic wall, this means

replacing one of the other layers of the wall with a second

layer of your own color.

Scintillating Blade
Prerequisites: The Otherworldly Color subclass, Pact of the

Blade feature

Your pactweapon is run through with your Patron's mind-

warping shade. Whenever you hit a creature with your

pactweapon, you may choose to immediately move them

using your Color Curse feature. When you do so, the creature

moves an additional 5 feet, but the curse effect on it

immediately ends unless another feature or spell is still

affecting it.

You may not move the same creature using your Color

Curse feature more than once per turn.

Spectrum Reading
Prerequisites: The Otherworldly Color subclass, Pact of the

Tome feature

After finishing a long rest, you can peruse your Tome of

Shadows to determine which shade of the rainbow will

influence your Patron color for the day. Roll on the following

table - you have access to the given cantrip and spell for the

rest of the day, and neither counts against your maximum

cantrips or spells known.

On a result of 8, your Patron's color runs exceptionally

pure. You choose one cantrip from the table and one spell

from the table, including those given in the last row. The two

don't need to be from the same color normally.

Rainbow Shades
d8 Shade Cantrip 1st Level Spell

1 Red. primal savagry inflict wounds

2 Orange. produce flame burning hands

3 Yellow. word of radiance sanctuary

4 Green. thorn whip goodberry

5 Blue. frostbite ice knife

6 Indigo. vicious mockery dissonant whispers

7 Violet. poison spray ray of sickness

8 Pure. guidance absorb elements


